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M McKeon Two families with familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis are linked to a novel locus on chromosome 16q, cK Hand, J Khoris, F Salachas, F Gros-Louis, AAS
Lopes, V Mayeux-Portas, RH Brown Jr, V Meininger, W Camu, GA RouleauA novel locus. A Ahmad, Y Yang, J Rimmler, W Hung, B Schlotter, A Ahmed, M Ben Hamida,
F Hentati, T SiddiqueLinkage of a commoner form. 
A novel main-chain anion-binding site in proteins: the nest. A particular combination of Ï†, Ïˆ values in successive residues gives rise to anion-binding sites that occur,
in the compound type, which is commoner, the two overlapping nests each have a potential binding site for an anionic atom facing in about the same direction,
such that they form a wider concavity that may accommodate anionic. Why nests constitute a novel class of motif. 
Potent novel mutagens produced by broiling fish under normal conditions, b (1980) [Vol. 56(B), 55. Potent Novel Mutagens Produced by Broiling Fish under Normal
Conditions. Mutagenicity has been demonstrated in fried hamburgers (Commoner et at., 1978; Pariza et al., 1979; Spingarn and Weisburger, 1979) and fried potatoes
(Spin. 
Nitric oxide regulation of superoxide and peroxynitrite-dependent lipid peroxidation. Formation of novel nitrogen-containing oxidized lipid derivatives,
fORMATION OF NOVEL NITROGEN-CONTAINING OXIDIZED LIPID DERNATIVES. 26067 We report herein that 'NO both stimulates and inhibits 0;-, H,O,-, and
0NOOdependent lipid peroxidation and yields novel nitrogen-containing derivatives of oxidized lipids. 
Genomic reduction and evolution of novel genetic membranes and protein-targeting machinery in eukaryote-eukaryote chimaeras (meta-algae, published online 18
December 2002 Genomic reduction and evolution of novel genetic. In both cases, enslavement probably began by evolving a novel tar- geting of endomembrane
vesicles to the perialgal vacuole to implant host porter proteins for extracting photo- synthate. 
Novel intertypic recombinants of Epstein-Barr virus in the Chinese population, novel Intertypic Recombinants of Epstein-Barr Virus in the Chinese Population. These
appear to have arisen from independent, evolutionarily recent recombination events; such events may be commoner in nonimmunocompromised populations than
hitherto imagined. 
living ones: replication (with mutation at a low frequency), growth, the view that DNA is a self-duplicating molecule--ie, that DNA contains within its molecular
structure all the properties required for the production of a replica molecule--implies one answer to this question. It suggests that once even a single molecule of
DNA appeared. 
A NOVEL OF CRUELTY, a NOVEL OF CRUELTY.* There are some books which strike one not as works of genius (to use the cant literary phrase), but as works with
genius in them. Not a Dartmoor commoner would pause for a moment to regard the sun setting an(l glowing in a mist upon the tors. 
For Bryan's Sake the Tribute to the Great Commoner in Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises, but these details belong, perhaps, in a larger discussion of the text and
contexts of The Sun Also Rises, in the careful reading of this novel which. For if behind the good-humored joking there is a tribute here made to the Great
Commoner, it is to his quality of belief. 
Identification of novel mutations in basic hair keratins hHb1 and hHb6 in monilethrix: implications for protein structure and clinical phenotype, in addition two
novel mutations within the helix initiation motif of hHb6 were found in Scottish and Portuguese cases, in whom. With hHb1 and hHb6 mutations does not suggest
distinct effects on phenotype, with the possible exception of nail dystrophy, commoner with hHb1. 
Novel microdeletion syndromes detected by chromosome microarrays, in time, we hypothesize that at least some of these will become as clinically well characterized
and recognizable to the clinician as the commoner microdeletion syndromes today. Although the full extent of the phenotypes is still evolving for many of these
novel microdeletions. 
Genome-wide association study identifies novel breast cancer susceptibility loci, nature.com; nature; articles; article. A Nature Research Journal. Menu Nature. Search
E-alert Submit My Account Login. Altmetric: 54; Citations: 1580; More detail. Article. Genome-wide association study identifies novel breast cancer susceptibility loci. 
A novel locus for familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, on chromosome 18q, a Novel Locus for Familial Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, on Chromosome. Using a large
European kindred without SOD1 mutation and with classic autosomal dominant adult-onset ALS, we have identified a novel locus by performing a genome scan and
linkage analysis. 
Theory of the novel: a historical approach, the novel is figured as a newcomer, an upstan, a commoner made good who verges on the status of a heroic outlaw; an
imperial invader, usurper, and colonizer, at once totalitarian and leveling; a parasite that cannibalistically feeds off other, legitimate forms for its own illicit. 
PTH-186, whilst small bowel tumours were equally common in both groups, angioectasia was commoner in group 2 (p < 0.001. A NOVEL NON-INVASIVE APPROACH
TO DIAGNOSE BILE ACID DIARRHOEA (BAD) USING AN ELECTRONIC NOSE (E-NOSE) AND FIELD ASYMMETRIC. 
Love and death in the American novel, page 1. nil LOVE AND DEATH IN THE AMERICAN NOVEL Leslie A. Fiedler. Page 3. SOME REVIEWS ON THE ORIGINAL
EDITION OF LOVE AND DEATH IN THE AMERICAN NOVEL It is impossible to read Leslie Fiedler's criticism without a sense of awe and excitement. 
Linkage of a commoner form of recessive amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to chromosome 15q15-q22 markers, original article Linkage of a commoner form of recessive
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to chromosome 15q15-q22 markers. We now describe the linkage of a novel locus for RFALS to chromosome 15 markers in a subset of
RFALS type 1 families. MATERIALS AND METHODS. 
Possible benefit of GR43175, a novel 5-HT1-like receptor agonist, for the acute treatment of severe migraine, side-effects were not commoner in one group than in
the other. Preliminary Communication POSSIBLE BENEFIT OF GR43175, A NOVEL 5-HT1-LIKE RECEPTOR AGONIST, FOR THE ACUTE TREATMENT OF SEVERE
MIGRAINE. 
The origins of the English novel, 1600-1740, page 2. Page 3. THE ORIGINS OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL, I600-I740 7TAU-G3T-9C38 Page. As a coherent and ongoing
genre, however, the novel is constituted by the simultaneous interplay of these several categories, none of which possess a chronological priority or finality. 
The rise of the novel, page 1. THE RISE OF THE NOVEL Page 2. Page 3. THE RISE OF THE NOVEL Studies in Defoe, Richardson and Fielding by IAN WATT With an
Afterword by WB Carnochan UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS Berkeley and Los Angeles Page.
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